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Abstract. In a previous publication in this journal the framework for the development of a model for the road 
bump problem was laid. The current paper focuses on the aspect of determining the effective distance between 
two consecutive road bumps developing equations governing the velocity and the wavelength of the motion of 
the vehicle. The wave equation is re-modelled connecting the isolation factor, linear velocity, wavelength and the 
frequency of motion of the vehicle over a road bump. A new set of equations is developed to extend the frame- 
work earlier presented in Salau et aL The feasibility of the model is demonstrated by its behaviour in graph and 
simulated data generation. 
Keywords: vehicle control, road bumps speed limit, accidents prevention, effective distance. 

1. Introduction and literature review 

Road bumps research has recently emerged as a 
new star in transportation studies. A new perspective 
taken by some researchers has been the design of road 
bumps in such a way to control excessive speeding with 
the'use of some scientific indicators. Primarily the use 
of isolation frequency factor and its relationship with 
the frequency equation towards -determining the ef- 
fective distance between two road bumps is well es- 
tablished in the literature. 

There have been several attempts by scholars to 
investigate into the different aspects of road research. 
Extensive studies that have been carried out are not 
limited to pedestrian safety, but include the effect of 
some external faces on the vehicles that move on the 
road. In this %tion we will review related studies on 
road research to the current subject and then stream- - 
line the review effort to the research carried%out fill 
the date of vehicle speed control with emphas$ on 
recent work by Salau et al. [ti]. 

~ubhstein and Hition [9] &ded out an.inter- 
esting research with a focus on developinga detailed 
multi-body model for dynamic simulation of off-road 
tracked vehicles. In particular a three dimensional 
multi-body simulation modd for simulating the dy- 

, namic behaviour of track off-road vehicles was devel- 
oped using LMS - DADS simulation program. The 
model was first applied to MI13 armored carrier. 
Simulation results under various road-conditions were 
compared with the results of a super-element-bak- 

madel. It was concluded that the influence of the track 
dynamics and the soil-link interaction on the vehicle 
dynamics can be better predicted with the newly de- 
veloped model. While the above work relates the vari- 
ous components of the vehicle such as Chasis, the 
wheel arms and the wheel, no efforts were made to 
relate all these components to the road bump. The 
effects of the road bump an the component were not 
discussed. 

In a study by Berry et a1 P] the idhence of speed, 
grade and mass during simulated off road bicycling 
was investigated. The purpose of the investigation was 
to examine the effects of bicycle mass, speed and grade 
on oxygen consumption, qeat rate (HR) and ratings 
of perceived exertion (Rm) during a simulated off- 
road riding paradigm. Nine adult subjects with mean 
'+SD age masi and max of 26, 1 2  5,6 years, 71,7;+, 

' 7,5kg, 56,6+ 5,2 m (kgm1, min-l, respectively were 
, tr&ed to ride a fully suspended Trek Y-22 mountain 
bike on a treadmill with a 3,8 cm bump affixed to the 

- . belt. . Riders completed a maximum of nine separate 
trials encompassing three different bike masses (1 1,6, 
12,6 and '1.36 kg). 

Yet in bother study Lee et d [6] assessed the 
*. driving perfo'mance of older adult drivers by com- 

paring an-road with simulated driving. To validate a 
laboratory-based n sirnulafor on measuring on-road 
driving performance 129 older adult drivers were as- 
sessed with both the simulator and an on road test. 
The driving performance of the participants was 
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gauged by appropriate and I-eliable age-specific as- 
sessment criteria which were found to be negatively 
correlated with age. Using principal component analy- 
sis there were two performances iil simulated driving 
and ih?. no;~oad ass@&jnent The results supported 
'the. vatidiiy, of the driving,$imuliitor ..and it is a safe& '.. ' 
and more e~onomical method than the'on-road fat- 
ing to aeess the driving perfor&rrce of older adult ' 

drivers. This work' investigates into s p e d  control but 
did not mention the relationship 'of road bumps to 
the framework hence in justification of the present 
work. 

The optimization of road vehicle.passive suspell- 
sion systems was studied by Naude and Suyman, [q. 
The model developed is linked with a mathematical 
optimization algorithm in order to enable'the optimi- 
zation of vehicle-designed parameters with the mini- 
mization of a well defined objective function. h part 
1 of the paper the concept of multi-disciplinary de- 
sign optimization is discussed. This is followed by the 
presentation of up to six degrees of freedom vehicle 
model developed for the study and a discussion of the 
specific gradient-based optimization algorithm se- 
lected for the optimization. 

Tn particular the derivation of the set of the sec- 
ond order differential equations describing the accel- 
eration of the different solid bodies of the vehicle 
model is presented. In order to perform the optinli- 
zation of the non-linear suspension component char- 
acteristics a six piece-wise continuou. and linear ap- 
proximation is used which is also described in this 
paper. Part 2 of the study will outline the simulation 
programme and the qualification of Lhe programme. 
It will dsa present a typical case study where the pro- . 
posed optidzation methodology is applied to improve 
tbc clanlper characteristics of a specific vehicle. The 
study is limited to a surpension system and does not 
relate to a road bump or what e ~ e c t  it would have on 
the suspension system. 

[n a study oa how to imprcwe the vehicle perfor- 
mance with active suspensipn ysing a road-sensing 
algorithm Kim et at [4] presenfs the deveIopment -of 
the road sensing system and its application to active 
suspension system wing preview rood information. 
The rood-sensing system which can robustly reeon- 
stiwt the road input profiles from the intermixed data 
with the vehicle's dynamic motion,-is implemented 
using the composite-sensor system with the optimdy . 
shaped transfes function. The study does not relate 
tu the road bump *hich is the subject of the current 
work. 

Dm [2] conducted a field, study to observe the . 
staading orientation and behaviour 'among a grqup 
of meat type goats during transit by mad. The goats 
were not observed to otient themselves opposite to 

the truck direction of travel. Although the animals 
changed their orientation frequently, apparently to 
maintain balance, there was a clear bias against the 
perpendicular and diagonal orientations. M=& fre- 
queyies for the various behaviours were bleating' 
[l,$)tjump?ng (0,7), pushing (0,9), fighting (0,7), fall- 
ing (3;1), urin4ntipn (O,S), defecation (0,3) and rumi- 
nation (0,l). Jumping and bleating mostly occurred 
at the start of the journey. Virtually, all fallings were 
associated with the driver's changing speed of a ve- 
hicle by braking (43,4 %), concerning (32,4 %),speed' 
bump (12,3 %) and acceleration (11,9'%). The study 
is also limited to accident prevention on roads, but 
lacks any linkage to roadhumps. 

In the study on the driving anger expression in- 
ventory a measure of how people express their anger 
on the road. Dikffenbachia et al. [3] identified four 
ways people expkss their anger when driving. Verbal 
aggressive expression (=0,88) assesses verbally ag- 
gressive expression of anger (e. g. yelling or cursing 
at mother driver), personal physical aggressive ex- 
p-on (0,81), the ways the person uses himherself 
to express anger (e. g. trying to get out and tell off or 
have a physical fight with another driver); use of the 
vehicle to express anger (=0,86), the ways the person 
uses hidher vehicle to express anger (e. g., flashing 
lights or cutting another driver off in anger); and adap- 
tive/constructiv~ expression (=0,90), the ways the 
person copes p&sitively with anger (e. g., focuses on 
s&e driving or /ries to nlax). Aggressive forms can 
be summed in? total aggressive expression index 
(=0,90). A&gryive forms of expression correlated 
positively with e.ach other (rs=0,39-0,48), but were 

1 uncorcelated o correlated negatively with adaptive1 1 co~xitmctive expression (rs=-0,02 to -0,22). 
In a relate ' study Salau et aL [S] presented a set 

of equations th t would be useful in determining the ! effective &&an between two road bumps in the con- 'i" trol of vehicle speeds. While this study is original re- 
w c h  in this qection, the us of a simplified v&- e iv formula relgting frequency to wavelength is sig- 
nificant Ihitatbn in the study. This limitation arises 
as-a resutt of t$e model inability to cope with corn- 
plex situations demanding the application of more 
than one func k n in its computation. As such an im- 
precise model +at is limited in its application results, 
in other to c o k t  .this shortcoming we: focus on the 
velocity equatibn and expand the framework to in- 
corporate same functional dimensions. 
. . The develppment of models and empirical solu- 
tions of s o w  the road bump problem has recentij 
gained the atte' tion of researchers on transportatioc P and highway engineering. One of the late develop- 
ments is the ydelling of the road bump problem ir 
a way that woqd reveal certain important road bumg 
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parameters. The isolation Factor clearly stank as an 
important parameter uscci for this purpose. Arising 
from this there is tlte application of the wave equa- 
tion in calculating the effective clistance between two 
road bumps. Unfortunately, in many research explo- 

. rations the focus has been the use of the simplified. 
wave eqwdtion. While this has .servedvruious purposes, 
it has several limitations in tarns of its inappropri- 
ateness for solving con~plex problems. Tn this work 
detailed investigation into the wave equation is pur- 
sued in such a way that'researchers would be able to 
solve complex problems. However, some new devel- 
opments leading to the velocity equation are also pre- 
sented. [n particular, the wave equation is connected 
with the velocity, displacen~ent frequency and wave- 
length time. 

2. The madel Framework 

The diagram below shows the representation of 
a road with n dented-rectangular road bump for en- 
forcing vehicle speed limits. 

f - frequency at which vehicle is moving over road '..' 
bumps; v -velocity at which the vehicle travels over 
the road bump. 

.Note that f can be determined from safe fre- 
quen.cy got from the grqph of a11 isolation factor 
against frequency. Now, referring to Fig 1, we could 
determine the effective distance moved by the vehicle 
over the road bump by abtracting the value of "s" 

. from that of "I,". This is expressed as: 

V Effective distance = ' A -  s = - - s  . 
I 
i f 

The above equation for the effective distance 
between two road bumps contd~ls an element of ve- 
locity that could be modelled mslthemtically into a 
more reliable form than i$ current state is. Thus, the 
work by Salau et ul. 181 en& here while the extension 
made to the work starts here. In other words the value 
of the velocity (v) obtained at this stage was used in 
the work by Salau rt al. [q] for further computation, 
while we developed a new formula For the velocity for 
use in the model by Salau'et aL [8]. 

Before we could dev lo a new formula for the t P velocity we need to assume that the vehicle passes 
through a medium of a pa ticular rekactive index. In i this case, air. Thus, let us consider the possible move- 
ment of a wave in the media. Let Lhe refractive index 
for each mediuni be definkd by the distance 

Fig 1. Hullow rectangular shaped bun~p 1 
In. the determination of effective distance cov- 

ered by the vehicle that passes over the road bump x > c. 
we know that the application of the wave equation in 
engineering studies finds ih way into the problem But the velocity-wavilength relationship is usu- 
since the vehicle is assumed to approach the road dly expressed as Y =fi i 
bump at velocity (v), with frequency (t') generated We can introduce parameters $(,, T(t) into the 
h-om the motion, and w@'elen@h of (1) a a resdt of quation sillce we m+idering fie movement of 
the motion. Thus, the simple velocity-wavelength the Wave in a medium ~ h ~ ,  we can say 
equalion labelled (1) below applies. Y 

(1) 
v = f ~ a o $ ~ ) ~ ( f ) ,  i . 

v = j a .  1 (5) 

wherelo and ;1, are the frequency and wavelength of 
This could rc-witten with meJen@h ma'' t h  wave in v m u m  ~ u t  fo is constant for pprticu- 

the subject of the expression. Thus, we have: lar wavelength'Rearranging equation (9, we have: 

where the precise definition of ternls are: 1- distance * For the simplicity of modelling and as a matter 
b e m e n  suwessive poio ts/wavclength of the motion; of rqa rch  strategy . I 
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Tf we consider point x = d (where cl > C )  and rp 
=a, the11 we lzave 

V 
let -- - 6, 

hlE, . 
therefore cp = $(,r) T(t). O = sin ( p t l ) ( ~ ~  sin (&t) + c. cm(~1)). 

If sin@ci) is naw equalcci to zero, Pd - sin-' (0) Mow we can apply partial differcotid equatiun 
to the expressiot? (8) as fol1~)ivs; 

This gives f i l  = np (where n = 1, 2...). 

n K Thus, P = - . 
d ( 191 

Now, if we let q = P, and cq = q wbile noting 
that C, is a constant for any wave,, then we have the 
foUowing equation: C 

!13l 
@(x,t)= sin-x (Q, si~>b>C,,t)+ ~,.(pc,,t)). (201 

f' 

Now, 

From quation (9) we obtain 

Now, if we let + *' = 0 which can be 
re-written as: p, C ~ Y "  

The11 we will observe lhat Lhc solution of equa- 
tion (11) Is of the fornl 
+ = A  sin@x) + B cos(p;c) (A and E are constan[s).(12) 

' + Y' = O,WZob- Similarly, if we let - - 
C,:T dt2 Ifwe sett ==jO, 

tail1 similar solution to (12) and gel: equation: 

where E and D are constants. 
Now we observe th2lt equation (12) and (13) have 

hnciions of x 2nd  t respectively. If we combine the 
two shnotions, we can have a new expression: 

R 
However, we kizow that from Fourier series Pr Z- 

rx 
2 x (mean value) :of g(x)sin 

If x ranges Cram 0 to e, 
I 

Bysetting the~oundczryconditions at zero so that 
we have .x = 0, j = 0, equation (14) is reduced to the 
form: By partial differentiation 

0 = B(E ~ i n ( ~ ~ , t ) +  ~ c o s ( ~ ~ , t ) ) .  (1s) 

Nuw, if equation (14) is revisited and B = 0 is 
sthstitutcd in the expression, the11 equation (14) bs- 
comes: 

but PC&& = 2 x [mean villue) of h(.x)sin( )r .(25) 

Lf we let x range from 9 to C, 
When the term '"A" is brought to inside the 

bracket, cquatian (16) changes its form ro become: theit we have Pc,Q, 7 

Y I T I  
But P = - ', therefore 

d If we representilE by Q,, andrLD by P,., then eqtra- 
tion (17) becornes 
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We can then expreis j kt) as follows in equa- here n = 1,2, ...; and r'= (1, ,,.-) 
tion: 

Finally, the expression relating velocity is then 
expressed as follows: 

'Ihble 1. Randomly generated values of parameters 

3. ~ a &  analysis 

In testing the practical application of the model 
developed the equation developed was tested using 
simulated data. It shouldrbe noted that the key pa- 
rameters of interest are the distance between succes- 
sive points or wavelengths of the motion which is rep- 
resented by 2, and the frequency at which the ve- 
hide is moving over the road bump represented by 
"F. The simulated data were aided by the develop- 
ment of a copputer program in Q-b@c p r o g r e g  
language. The program consists of two main parts, 
the first p a ~ t  generates random numbers which serve 
as the basic inputs into the second part. The second 
part calculaies the velocity at which the wave moves 
in motion, j 

Below there are the values of the randomly gen- 
erated indicating Q, f i  t, d, f, L, x and e. 
This is sho& in W l e  1. Also the outpuf values for 
each iteration of Ut V and$' are displayed in a b l e  2. 
Resulting from these tables there are two graphs that 
show the relationship ambng the input and output 
parameters (Figs 2-4). ' 

Iteration Q Pr t 
1 8.380854 3.545605 .6172907 
2 6.435208 9.004733 3.79 x loo2 
3 7.128839 8.217785. .I588004 
4 3.506084 6.855216 . .8544856 
5 9.737608 9.104248 .952101 
6 6.340928 4.307105 .8452433 

. 7 ' .5259353 8,459236 .3425378 

Fig 2. The data for Q, P, t, d L, x and e 
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Nun~bea of iterations 

Fig 3. The data for& 

., 

NunlZwr of iteraiions 

Fig 4. q,  and 

Table 2. Output values for each iteration 
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